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Indigenous groups in Latin America have played an important role in the region’s wars and battles, from anti-colonial rebellions in the 16th century to the Cenepa War in 1995. Today, indigenous peoples continue to enlist in the military and serve in various capacities. This paper uses Ecuador as a case study to gain insight into the nature of indigenous participation in the armed forces, examining roles in the military, cultural practices, and reasons for enlistment. While many countries in Latin America are worthy of research on this subject, Ecuador is a particularly unique country to study due to its sizable indigenous population and its constitutional status as a “plurinational” state that recognizes indigenous peoples.
The Ecuadorian constitution, ratified in 2008, defines the country as a “plurinational state,” a system of governance that establishes justice, liberty, respect, and equal development for all regions and cultures.¹ About 1.1 million Ecuadorians² – 6.2 percent of its people – make up Ecuador’s diverse indigenous population and comprise 14 different nationalities.³ Most indigenous Ecuadorians live in the Andes (68.2 percent) while the rest live in the Amazon (24.1 percent) and the coast (7.6 percent).⁴ Some live in urban areas while others live in isolated indigenous communities. Article 57 of the Ecuadorian constitution recognizes these communities and delineates several rights, including the right to maintain ownership of their lands, uphold and strengthen their identity, and protection from discrimination.⁵ While Spanish is the official language of Ecuador, Article 2 of the constitution declares Kichwa, spoken in the Andes and Amazon,⁶ and Shuar, spoken in the Amazon,⁷ as official languages for “intercultural ties.”⁸ It provides various protections as well for indigenous soldiers. In accordance with Articles 160 and 230 of this constitution, all who wish to participate in the armed forces may enlist, and the military and police may not discriminate or infringe upon the rights of any participant, regardless of ethnicity.⁹ Despite these numerous legal protections, inequality between indigenous groups and the rest of the population is apparent. The latest data (2019) reveals that 53 percent of indigenous peoples live in poverty as compared to 25 percent of the national population in the same year.¹⁰ This percentage has likely increased as indigenous peoples were disproportionately impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic.¹¹ In terms of education, 16.3 percent have at least a high school degree, as compared to 42.4 percent of the population overall,¹² and according to the latest national census (2010), 20.4 percent of the indigenous population is illiterate, as opposed to 6.8 percent of the entire population.¹³ Despite these circumstances, indigenous Ecuadorians have proven to be powerful political actors, in some
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cases, sparking policy change and unseating presidents.

Nevertheless, since the times when Incan general Rumiñahui led the resistance against Spanish colonization, indigenous Ecuadorians continue to enlist in the armed forces. Today, indigenous Ecuadorians make up 8.2 percent of the army\(^{15}\) and serve the military in the various roles. Soldiers are tasked with supporting education, vaccine distribution, national development, and support of the police force in accordance with the constitution.\(^{16}\) Some serve as
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\(^{16}\) Colonel Gustavo Iturralde, interview by the author, Washington DC, July 6, 2022.
guides as well.\textsuperscript{17} Usually, soldiers, including those who are indigenous, serve in the regions where they grew up due to their familiarity with these areas.\textsuperscript{18} However, as they move up in the ranks, the locations they serve extend beyond their native regions.\textsuperscript{19}

### Table: Ethnic Breakdown of Ecuadorian Army

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnic Group</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>2,043</td>
<td>8.2 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montubios</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0.5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afro-Ecuadorian</td>
<td>1,777</td>
<td>7.1 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mestizo</td>
<td>20,875</td>
<td>83.6 percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ecuadorian Army, November 2021

In addition to upholding constitutional protections, the military allows indigenous soldiers to continue to practice their customs and traditions. For instance, although all male soldiers are required to keep their hair short, indigenous soldiers are exempted from this obligation out of respect for their cultural practices.\textsuperscript{20} For many indigenous communities in the Andean region, braids are sacred, signifying loyalty to one’s community,\textsuperscript{21} and cutting these braids can indicate rejection of one’s culture.\textsuperscript{22} In the Ecuadorian Army’s official videos, indigenous soldiers are shown proudly wearing their hair in braids.\textsuperscript{23} Additionally, although Spanish is the primary language spoken in military training schools, due to tradition, soldiers may choose to speak Kichwa, a language spoken by the majority of indigenous communities in the Andes.\textsuperscript{24}

Indigenous soldiers may join any of the 14 military training schools in Ecuador.\textsuperscript{25} Each of these schools accepts candidates from all backgrounds, with the exception of the School of Iwias (Escuela de Iwias, or EIWIAS), which trains only indigenous Amazonians. The only school of its kind in the world,\textsuperscript{26} EIWIAS was officially founded in 2008,\textsuperscript{27} but its conception originated in the 1970s when, due to the threat of war with Peru, Ecuadorian Colonel Gonzalo Barragán imagined the creation of indigenous Amazonian combat units.\textsuperscript{28} War eventually did break out between the two countries in 1995 and indigenous soldiers from this region played an essential role throughout the conflict.\textsuperscript{29}
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Located in the Pastaza region, EIWAS attracts candidates from various indigenous groups including the Shuar, Secoya, and Kichwa tribes and trains them to utilize their cultural and ancestral knowledge to complete special missions in the Ecuadorian jungle. Their familiarity with the Amazonian terrain and understanding of the healing properties of plants puts these aspiring “Iwias” – meaning “jungle demons” in Shuar – in a unique position to effectively carry out these missions. In addition to their physical training, these aspiring soldiers study various subjects, including oral and written communication, military history, human rights, ecology, leadership, and indigenous ancestral culture. In order to train with EIWAS, soldiers are evaluated on their ability to not only speak Spanish but also a native language. These soldiers cite desires to receive military training, have a career, preserve their culture, and be a community leader as reasons to train with this school.

Inclusion of indigenous women in the armed forces has also been a noteworthy discussion point. Following the adoption of UNSCR 1325, which emphasized the need to increase women’s participation in security and peacemaking, nations across the globe have sought to increase women’s participation in the armed forces. However, in Latin America, only four percent of the armed forces are comprised of women, and in Ecuador specifically, women represent two percent of the army, four percent of the navy, four percent of the air force, and 15 percent of the national police. Nevertheless, the Ecuadorian police force has made strides in this regard, holding the first graduation of indigenous Amazonian women in 2020. Recognizing the importance of creating connections with indigenous communities, Taiz Valdiviezo Tivi, one of the graduates of this cohort of 106 women, explained that she will be able to gain information and support indigenous communities in a more personal manner due to her familiarity with these communities and their customs and traditions. Keme Alvarado Nequimo, another graduate, emphasized that she can enter her community without resistance and explain that the police will help. These women will be able to access areas that their non-indigenous military peers cannot.

Photo caption: An Ecuadorian soldier stands at the entrance to the Escuela de Iwias.
Overrepresented in the Ecuadorian Army (they account for six percent of the national population, but make up eight percent of the Ecuadorian Army), indigenous Ecuadorians serve in the armed forces for various reasons, citing their desires to represent their respective indigenous communities, serve their nation, defend their territory, and bring honor to their families as reasons to pursue this career path. In the United States, Native Americans have also contributed significantly to the armed forces. Making up two percent of the United States population and one percent of its active duty military, Native Americans serve at the highest rate per capita compared to any other ethnic group. Although Native Americans serve for various reasons, an important area of overlap with indigenous Ecuadorians is their desire to demonstrate patriotism and defend their territory. Nevertheless, despite their noteworthy contributions to the armed forces, these high rates of participation have not translated to significant social, political, or economic improvements for both groups.

Final Thoughts

The facts presented in this paper reveal that indigenous Ecuadorians contribute significantly to the country’s armed forces. In the Ecuadorian army, indigenous soldiers and police serve in various capacities, in some cases reaching areas that other soldiers cannot. Although Ecuador has made significant strides in promoting equality and recognition of indigenous peoples within the armed forces, areas for improvement remain, particularly as it relates to highlighting indigenous soldiers’ contributions and translating these contributions to social, political, and economic improvements.

One significant barrier to increased recognition of indigenous soldiers is the lack of data relating to this group. Although the Ecuadorian army has published an ethnic breakdown of its army, almost all countries in Latin America either do not collect official data on this subject or have not publicized this information. A greater understanding of representation in the armed forces is essential if government authorities hope to highlight indigenous soldiers and also further understand the status of indigenous groups in the region. Representation in the armed forces has numerous implications as it not only reveals what groups are considered citizens of a nation but also leads to better performance of the military as a whole. In the end, all Ecuadorian military personnel, regardless of race, serve one flag, and spotlighting the contributions of all groups greatly benefits all soldiers, citizens, and the country as a whole.
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